COMMUNITY CONTROL OF POLICE

They need puppet pig departments at TAKING. The spreading of that, we are moving on the most fun- ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE HE MUST HAVE NO PEACE BY DAY OR BY NIGHT.

The Implementation of that fascist BERKELEY NCCF. The pig mercenary police ters, or any of their other actlvlties so some places. Hitler was building a revolutionary war machine among them. It is not the only way to control the department police by the hands of the private property empire and corporate interests and get it directly into the hands of the people of the community. This is the essence of the program. It is the people, who have been politically organized, who are opposed to the integration, separation or segregation, that will help the people to survive America! This is the fundamental question that faces all the people and we must deal with it as a people with one goal in national salvation. If we look at the check point that we have in Boston, it is being raised with new theories in practice, so "Free force. And it is inevitable that we will have to have the army or the National Guard, or the police or anyone else who comes to our community with this program: We are on the of- MUNITY CONTROL OF POLICE. To build a revolution we have to be responsive to their needs. This is the community and divide it into your mind: It you want to be "left" or "right". In Berkeley, this is everywhere, in Berkeley, is in our system. And we have heard from people who are working on this for the-"we are here to circulate it."

COMMMUNITY CONTROL OF PO- LICE. In our community and divide it into In your mind: If you want to be "left" or "right". In Berkeley, this is everywhere, in Berkeley, is in our system. And we have heard from people who are working on this for the-"we are here to circulate it."

WE MUST PREVENT A FASCIST STATE IN AMERICA

Against the oppression or establishment of a fascist state in America, we have fought against the fascist state in America. The pig mercenary police ter's, or any of their other actlvlties so some places. Hitler was building a revolutionary war machine among them. It is not the only way to control the department police by the hands of the private property empire and corporate interests and get it directly into the hands of the people of the community. This is the essence of the program. It is the people, who have been politically organized, who are opposed to the integration, separation or segregation, that will help the people to survive America! This is the fundamental question that faces all the people and we must deal with it as a people with one goal in national salvation. If we look at the check point that we have in Boston, it is being raised with new theories in practice, so "Free

All power to the people...

The oppressor must be harassed until his doom. He must have no peace by day or by night.

HUEY P. NEWTON
The state of Babylon (America) is chaotic and brutally unbalanced. The people are in the streets, protesting and demonstrating against methods used by the government to harass, intimidate, brutalize, murder and torture the people to keep them in their place. The government is using all of their power to maintain their control over the people.

A revolutionary wants full employment for the people so that the people will be free to create. Whereby obtaining and exercising creativity, they will be able to carve out of their environment necessities to meet the needs and desires of all the people.

A revolutionary wants an immediate end to the situation in the Black community where the avaricious businessmen, who own most of the stores and businesses in the community, come in and drain the people of their money they worked so hard for and take that basket of money when the sun goes down to another part of town. And so on.

It was ideas like the aforementioned that made it necessary for the fascist of the power structure to attempt to murder our Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton, and when that failed, they railroaded Huey to prison for two-to-fifteen years. It is also ideas like the aforementioned that made it necessary for the fascist troops of U.S. fascism to attempt to lead our community's youth away from their families, away from the streets of Berkeley, Calif., and hold him to face the electric chair if convicted of the ridiculous charge of taking part in the brutal murder of another African American in the state of Connecticut. It is also ideas like "All Power to the People," and the implementation of those ideas, that make conditions in Babylon that our Minister of Information, Eldridge Cleaver, has to be in exile in Algeria.

Therefore, we can easily see that a revolutionary is an "enemy of the state." The very presence of racism within the structure of capitalist society, every black man, woman, boy, or girl in the Black colony is a potential revolutionary, and thereby, if united and under the leadership and guidance of the Black community (the pig oppressors) that their policy when entering the Black community is "get ready to shoot any nigger that moves funny."

My people, the situation is so serious to our continued existence here in fascist, racist America that we must forget our petty differences and prepare ourselves and our community for defense against the racist running dogs of the Nixon-Arnold-Ditch regime.

The Black Panther Party is now being closed down to another part of town. The chairman of this organization and the North Carolina branch of the Black Panther Party, Mr. and Mrs. Delaney, started their own Black Panther organization and were going around misleading the people in North Carolina by telling them that they were Field Marshals of the Black Panther Party and that they were sent into the North Carolina area to organize. At this time these same niggers along with a few more bootlicker niggers are going around wearing Black Leather Jackets, berets and Party buttons telling people that their near-a-nigger social practice proved that he was nothing more than an egotistical fool, always greedy for recognition, he even stole clothes and money from the comrades of the Party. This nigger has been seen in other areas of the state stealing $22, inside influence given to little brothers that don't know any better.

A study of history will show that one of the major obstacles that every racist dog has had to deal with in their struggle for freedom has been the social structure. The struggle of the Black Panther Party to attempt to destroy our social order. The Winston-Salem National Committee to Combat Fascism reveals to anybody trying to get drugs out of the community because they understand that drugs along with the fascist troops of the power structure are cut out of the appearance of oppression that is necessary for the maintenance of fascist society. But we also say that "social practice prof." we're going to judge these niggers through their social practice to determine if they are true servants of the people or whether they're just another Rent-a-Nigger organization that the oppressive power structure is using to infiltrate the revolution in an attempt to lead the people's struggle. It is also ideas like the aforementioned that made it necessary for the fascist troops of U.S. fascism to attempt to lead our community's youth away from their families, away from their families, away from the streets of Berkeley, Calif., and hold him to face the electric chair if convicted of the ridiculous charge of taking part in the brutal murder of another African American in the state of Connecticut. It is also ideas like "All Power to the People," and the implementation of those ideas, that make conditions in Brooklyn that our Minister of Information, Eldridge Cleaver, has to be in exile in Algeria.

Therefore, we can easily see that a revolutionary is an "enemy of the state." The very presence of racism within thestructure of capitalist society, every black man, woman, boy, or girl in the Black colony is a potential revolutionary, and thereby, if united and under the leadership and guidance of the Black community (the pig oppressors) that their policy when entering the Black community is "get ready to shoot any nigger that moves funny."

My people, the situation is so serious to our continued existence here in fascist, racist America that we must forget our petty differences and prepare ourselves and our community for defense against the racist running dogs of the Nixon-Arnold-Ditch regime.

The Black Panther Party is now being closed down to another part of town. The chairman of this organization and the North Carolina branch of the Black Panther Party, Mr. and Mrs. Delaney, started their own Black Panther organization and were going around misleading the people in North Carolina by telling them that they were Field Marshals of the Black Panther Party and that they were sent into the North Carolina area to organize. At this time these same niggers along with a few more bootlicker niggers are going around wearing Black Leather Jackets, berets and Party buttons telling people that their near-a-nigger social practice proved that he was nothing more than an egotistical fool, always greedy for recognition, he even stole clothes and money from the comrades of the Party. This nigger has been seen in other areas of the state stealing $22, inside influence given to little brothers that don't know any better.

Before this Jack-a-nape Com- sables and his fellow lackey, irred Belcher (who's listed as the Minis ter of Defense), started their own near-a-nigger organization and were going around misleading the people in North Carolina by telling them that they were Field Marshals of the Black Panther Party and that they were sent into the North Carolina area to organize. At this time these same niggers along with a few more bootlicker niggers are going around wearing Black Leather Jackets, berets and Party buttons telling people that their near-a-nigger social practice proved that he was nothing more than an egotistical fool, always greedy for recognition, he even stole clothes and money from the comrades of the Party. This nigger has been seen in other areas of the state stealing $22, inside influence given to little brothers that don't know any better.

ON PIG RIZZO

Police Commissioner of Phila.

The people have questions that to all those fascist dogs who want didn't start slavery and exploitation must be answered. Who is this rat- in comittee genocide on Black and gang says killed black pigs and other people of color. We and Joseph Brooks, we nigger's screams and murder moons at the know that whenever this fascist doesn't know what they're doing to the Black people in the streets! This fool is a racist and murder, and don't know what unless we organize and arm our people to cuss the pigs and order, that means that more soldiers for self-defense. And they know this is coming, that's coming to the Black community. We know that they are going to start killing black pigs and other people of color. We and Joseph Brooks, we nigger's screams and murder moons at the know that whenever this fascist doesn't know what they're doing to the Black people in the streets! This fool is a racist and murder, and don't know what unless we organize and arm our people to cuss the pigs and order, that means that more soldiers for self-defense. And they know this is coming, that's coming to the Black community. We know that they are going to start killing black pigs.
TRICKY DICK NIXON'S BLACK CAPITALISM

While Tricky Dick Nixon was serving as "Black Capitalism" last fall for his election, his racist policies were quietly paving the way for a take over of several "Negro" radio stations. These stations often play music that can control the black communities of Boston, Buffalo, and Pittsburgh by playing up racial and radio stations. But by exposing their stations to the masses, we will thwart this vicious plan for racist indoctrination of the black communities.

In September 1969, the Cypress Broadcasting Corporation was formed. Three of Nixon's law firm partners (Nixon's Attorney General Rogers is also a member of this firm) and five other owners are on the Board of Trustees of the corporation or the parent corporation, Cypress Communications Corporation. Six of the eight have holdings or are on the Board of electronic and Cable Television Companies (the two exceptions are Nixon's lawyers.)

Cypros Communications Corporation staff, owners or can operate Cable Television Systems in parts of six states, including Mississippi. The Mississippi franchise includes the terms that SCCC did its most beautiful organizational work in. In October, they officially put down their jive of buying Dynamic Broadcasting Corporation which owns and controls WILD (Boston soul station) Wuyo AM 550 and Wuyo FM 103.7 (Pittsburgh soul station), Wuyo AM 1360 (Miami soul station) and Wuyo AM 1360 (Miami Spanish-speaking station).

Naturally, no one heard much about it because the backlash election campaign had attracted everyone's attention. But now that everything is awash by Tricky Dick's Black Capitalism program, the masses will be forced to find that this vicious, deceptive program has already been put into practice.

Check it out. Nixon and his conspiracy intends to control a large percentage Cuban population by making WILF in Miami a Spanish-speaking station. WILF was chosen from a country-wide station to a Spanish-speaking station (which will elevate the cultural level of the Spanish-speaking people) on November 10, 1969. A week after the Nixon election, Miami has the largest population of Cuban authors, most of whom are Cuba's minority class. Any city in the USA, since Nixon plans to live near Miami and has to deal with Cuba through either invasion, negotiation or isolation, being able to manipulate the sentiments of large numbers of bpurple Cuba's anti-Castro Cubans. It is greatly in Nixon's advantage. As Nixon, through his Vietnamese friends, intends to control and influence both the revolutionary path and the political and economic center of the black community and to control and exploit the wealth potential of the anti-Castro Cuban exiles.

He gave me some live about how much of a growing market black people are, you know, crap that usually get hung on black capitalists about expending their potential exploitable market base. Soul music is some beautiful shit. But music can be used like the gun: liberate or to oppress. Finance capitalists, such as Nixon and his fascist friends, using soul music as bait, see soul stations as a market for exploiting the black community as well as a tool of exploitation and oppression.

Do stations provide a good "Black Fever" for white capitalists that either don't have company allegiances, or else want to get the mass out of the market and get a lot of the market and get a lot of the black people? The pigs, for their own political reasons, may want to use soul stations as a tool of oppression. Black capitalists, such as Nixon and his fascist friends, using soul stations as a market for exploiting the market for exploiting the black community.

The first step to worming out of their own brand of black capitalism is to control most of the major soul stations in the country. William F. (Fagin) Beckley, owner of Spanish TV, Communications Corporation and publisher of the radical magazine National Review, has just bought soul stations: WDKK, New York, CYOK, Houston, Texas, WDKK, Memphis, Tennessee. He also owns VOSS (Wolf), Canada, Saskatchewan.

Tricky Dick Nixon and his friends may be buying or have already bought most of the soul stations in the United States. If the doesn't know which capital control your soil station (only 5 soul stations out of 120 in America are owned by black capitalists) You can check it out! Go to your local station and ask to see the broadcasting license and ask your own community's situation, if you own any station. This is why you will rarely, if ever, hear about the real deeds and business and the constant sacrifices of the Panthers over the radio. Stations like WDKK (soon) on New Orleans or that they will work closely with the police department, publicizing their programs and supporting their many Li projects.

If it pleases that other jobs sitting in WILD, capitalists are quietly and quickly vanishing. With Nixon to improve their own brand of black capitalism, in control of most of the major soul stations in the country, William F. (Fagin) Beckley, owner of Spanish TV, Communications Corporation and publisher of the radical magazine National Review, has just bought soul stations: WDKK, New York, CYOK, Houston, Texas, WDKK, Memphis, Tennessee. He also owns VOSS (Wolf), Canada, Saskatchewan.

Tricky Dick Nixon and his friends may be buying or have already bought most of the soul stations in the United States. If the doesn't know which capital control your soil station (only 5 soul stations out of 120 in America are owned by black capitalists) You can check it out! Go to your local station and ask to see the broadcasting license and ask your own community's situation, if you own any station. This is why you will rarely, if ever, hear about the real deeds and business and the constant sacrifices of the Panthers over the radio. Stations like WDKK (soon) on New Orleans or that they will work closely with the police department, publicizing their programs and supporting their many Li projects.

More La Raza benefits set

SAN FRANCISCO — The La Raza Breakfast for Children program is currently presenting a series of benefits in the Mission District.

Music is by the Circus and the Chico and seated by the Theatre de la Calle (Street Theatre). Latino foods are on sale.

The events are slated for July 11, August 1, August 8 and August 30 at St. Peter's Hall on 1907 Alabama Street (near 20th street) in San Francisco.